ESSENTIALS SPRING LOADED BASKETBALL GOAL

Essentials Spring Loaded Basketball Goals are designed to compete with entry level spring loaded goals, the Essentials model still provides outstanding strength and playability to serve the school and recreational markets.

The specially engineered spring stack has been designed to overcome the inconsistency of single spring goal designs, and provide smooth flex while under load, and consistent ball rebound, rare features in an entry level design.

The system includes a wrap around brace for added strength, the net ties are a continuous loop for durability as opposed to a single tie welded on, and the spring mechanism is enclosed for safety.

Architectural Specification

The goal shall be constructed with a balanced one spring design.

Goal shall deflect in degrees according to the applied pressure.

Goal shall have an official sized 450mm ring and shall be supported by a continuous welded wrap around brace.

Goal shall have a continuous no tie ring and orange powder coated finish.

Single welded net ties will not be accepted.

Nylon net and hardware shall be included.

Specifications may change without notice.